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How to Win in a Winner-Take-All World
The definitive guide to adapting and succeeding in high-performance careers

Thesis: The economic landscape has evolved to favor large,
global, digitally advanced companies; to thrive in that world an

ambitious person must understand how different types of
functional expertise fit together

● Neil Irwin: Chief Economic Correspondent at Axios, the digital media
company. He reports on and analyzes U.S. and global economic trends,
the Federal Reserve, financial markets, and more. From 2014 to 2021,
Irwin was senior economic correspondent at The New York Times and a
founding staff member of The Upshot, the Times's site for analytical and
explanatory journalism.

○ Twitter
○ Personal Website
○ LinkedIn
○ NYT Articles

How to Win Website

Why this book is important for the Military Professional:
Everyone eventually leaves the military, and when they do, they enter a complex, globally interconnected, and
digitally focused civilian economy. The military also attracts ambitious professionals that strive to succeed in any
environment and approach civilian life with this mindset. To thrive in the new economic landscape, ambitious
military professionals must learn new and diverse skills that can connect different fields, enhance
communication, and provide value to a rapidly changing digital workforce.

Pareto Optimality - A state in which you cannot improve things on one frontier
without making them worse on the other : pareto efficiency

Striving to be Pareto Optimal

The Rise of Glue People: Bridge the Gaps
● In the modern economy, organizations are extremely

large and complex, making it impossible for anyone to
understand all the different functions and departments
of a business.

● The complexity of modern corporations has increased
the value of people who can speak the language of
unrelated fields and improve cross-functional
communication - “Glue People”

● Examples of Glue People
○ The filmmaker that understands digital design
○ The pharmaceutical lawyer that understands

biochemistry

https://www.nytimes.com/by/neil-irwin
https://twitter.com/neil_irwin
https://www.neilirwin.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/neil-irwin/
https://www.nytimes.com/by/neil-irwin
https://www.amazon.com/How-Win-Winner-Take-All-World-High-Performance/dp/1250176271
https://www.neilirwin.com/how-to-win
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/pareto-efficiency.asp


○ The engineer that understands business development
● These multi-skilled employees improve productivity by helping vital teams communicate even when

neither team fully understands the details of the other’s craft

The Ideal Glue People: Pareto Optimal Employees

● The best glue people are those that become Pareto
Optimal, meaning they cannot improve their skills in
one area any more without sacrificing their skills in
another

● A basic example of a Pareto Optimal employee is
Damien, a successful marketer at a software
company

○ Damien is better at coding than anyone
better than him at marketing

○ Damiel is also better at marketing than
anyone better than him at coding.

● Pareto Optimal employees successfully optimize
their abilities across multiple areas of technical
expertise that are valuable to a business; this, in turn,
enables them to succeed in the modern multi-faceted
economy

● Pareto Optimal employees with a breadth of
experience across multiple fields make the best
CEOs because they can understand and speak the
language of the various departments they lead in their companies

The Pareto Optimal Mindset

● Pareto optimal employees search for crucial skills to
combine by studying the needs of cutting-edge companies

● In the modern economy, the traditional career ladder is
dead, and employees seeking to learn new skills need to
be open to several lateral and even backward moves to
broaden their experiences. This is called a “career lattice”

● A “career lattice” across several different relevant areas
provides more value in the long run than a narrow and
one-dimensional career ladder

● Working on weaker areas and becoming a “generalist” has
advantages over specializing in the current economic
landscape

Economics and the Winner-Take-All World

● The role of a manager is to make their employees produce more economic value for their work; in the
new digital workforce, this is less about working harder and more about creating productive systems

● Professionals should seek out highly effective management systems that will elevate the value of their
work and make them better overall employees

● Good management and well run systems are rare and have produced a wide gap between the best most
productive organizations and poorly run ones, creating a winner-take-all effect in the economy



● Due to the winner-take-all effect and the resulting value increase for employees, ambitious professionals
should seek jobs at the best run most profitable firms to gain the best career experience

Software and Data

● The rise in data analytics capabilities presents unique opportunities for any professional; similar to how
professional athletes can improve their game by studying game metrics, professionals can improve their
careers by studying workplace analytics

● Examples of the benefits of analyzing workplace data:
○ Finding the the ideal work week hours for optimal engagement
○ Learning that frequent one-one meetings result in increased productivity for both the manager and

employee
○ Learning that building your network within your organization generally leads to happier, more

successful employees

● In the digital economic landscape every organization is essentially a software company; every
professional does not need to be a coder, but they do need to be digitally savvy and embrace
technological changes

● Artificial Intelligence puts numerous careers at risk; employees have a choice to make. Seek a career that
is unlikely to be replaced by artificial intelligence (trial lawyer, general manager, etc.) or become the
automator of an industry whose repetitive processes have been replaced with technology

Jobs Analysis and Living a Pareto Optimal Life

● The era of lifelong loyal employee-employer relationships is over; no one expects professionals to remain
in one organization for life and jobs should be viewed in a similar way to professional athlete contracts

● View jobs as a two to four-year “tour of duty” with the goal of gaining a specific skill or experience; when
deciding to leave or stay at a job apply principles of honesty and reciprocity

● The very definition of what constitutes a “job” is in question; contract work can be productive employment
but requires a risk tolerant, humble, self sufficient and, sociable person that is comfortable with the idea
that they have a limited path to becoming a senior executive

● Most adults have 250,000 working hours between college graduation and retirement; the ideas of pareto
optimality apply to broader life areas such as family and hobbies. Finding the right overall life balance is
the real goal we are striving for, not just career advancement.

The best way for an ambitious professional to thrive in the new economic landscape is to have a somewhat
winding career path that allows for exposure to multiple types of expertise.

– How to Win in Winner-Take-All World (Paraphrase)

Resources and Additional Reading
1) The Alchemists: Three Central Bankers and a World on Fire
2) Do Good At Work: How Simple Acts of Social Purpose Drive Success and Wellbeing
3) Good Strategy Bad Strategy: The Difference and Why It Matters
4) Pareto Optimality
5) Career Lattice

If your office or command is in need of one book or a hundred we would be honored to source them
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